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AJlS'ffiACT
A Study of Utah High School Band Teacher's

Per~epti9ns

of Factors Affecting the Band
Rehearsal Period
by
Robert Denton Coleman
Utah State University, 1980
Major Professor: Dr. Max F. Dalby
Department: Nusic
~e

purpose of this study was to detennine i f there were an,y

differences between what Utah high school band teachers perce:b·e as
important skills, activities, behaviors, knowledge, and concepts in the
context of the rehearsal and their assessment of the degree to
these i terns ·were applied
A

d1L~ing

~hich

the rehearsal period.

survey questionnaire listing twenty band rehearsal instructional

items was used to obtain the data.
responded to the survey.

Sixty-one percent of the sample

The sample included all high school

b~~d

teachers in the state of Utah.

A correlation coefficient was computed between respondent's ratings
of the validity of the instructional item to the band rehearsal and the
degree to ''hich the respondents applied that item in their rehearsals.
'!bere was a poci ti ve correlation between these ratings for all
h'enty items .

Some items, however, had a l ower correlation coefficient

tl':an others showing a lesser degzoee of cong::-uency be't-..reen opinion of

validity and application.

(64 pages)

CHA..."'l'ER I

INTRODUCTION
Backe;round of the Study
.Sxperts in the field of =sic education p::-ovide many insights into
the ski:Cls, activities, ber.aviors, knowledge, and concepts
taugh·c or experienced during the band rehearsal period .
are numerous

~~d

varied.

1

which may be

These insights

What one authority may hold to be essential

elements of the band rehearsal, another may not.
These differences in the amount of emphasis or importance that is
given to

;~_rious

elements of the rehearsal period by certain authorities

can be explained by e>:amiiling their philosophical background.

examination will reveal that there are

b~o

A close

predominant emphases or

philosophies that have shaped much of the thought and educational
practice relative to the band rehearsal.

These philosophies are

ch=.cterized by the "product" oriented rehearsal, which is dedicated
primarily to the excellence of performance, and the band rehearsal which
stresses the "process" o.f learning.

The following is intended to

clarify what is meant by music as a "process".
In the 1930s, at the instigation of James Mursell and
others, music instruction began to be centered on proce ss,
especially in classroom music. ~txrsell deplored teaching
rra.ct ~ces that consisted of "a sequence of lessons to be
learned one by one, habits to be formed , items of knowledge
·co be acquired." (Mursell, 1946, p . 12) '!'he teaching of
music became an activity-based process tr~t emphasized
iudividua.l growth and development. The goal was for students

1
concepts, as used in this text, refers to areas of nrusic
appreciation, Ul'lderstanding , enjoyment, fulfillment, and
awareness of music as a force in life .

2

to become involved .in a munber of !IIUS.ic ac th-:ities (singing,
playing, creating, moving, ao'ld listening) either simultaneo,~sly or mixed together in close and related proximity
a.'ld aiDed at discovering and experiencing the "essence" ·
of the music •••• Such skills as performance , music reading,
and singing were expected to de•~lop as a ncroal result
of the music experience. (Prince, 1974 , p. 28) The different approaches discussed here demonstrate the

inequali~J

of thought as to what aspects of the band rehearsal are considered most
important or valid.

Adherance to one philosophy could effect the

content of the band rehearsal quite differently than adherance to
another.

The application of various elements which would be deemed as

essential by one philosophy could be very different from these elements
applied L'l the rehearsal by another.
It would seem logical at this point that those bru1d teachers whose
philosophy of music education is closely associated with emphasis on the
"product" of the band rehe=sal would exhibit consistency between those
elements of the rehearsal that they thought were important and the
applicat ion of those elements in their instruction.

The same

consistency should , of' course , hold true !:or those who are "process"
oriented,,
Statement of the Problem
The consistency between what band directors percei•JB as importa.'lt
skills, activities, behaviors, knowledge, and concepts to the band
rehearsal, and the extent to which they are 'l.ble to apply these
perceptions in the rehearsal is presently not known .
for which tlus

s~-1dy

intends to provide information.

This is the =es
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Purnoses and Objectives of the Research
The purpose of this study was to determine if there were any
differences between what Utah high schoo: ba.,d teachers perceive as
important

SY~lls ,

activities, behaviors , knowledge , and concepts in the

context of the rehearsal and their assessment of the degree to which
these items were applied during the rehearsal period.
In order to accomplish this purpose, the following objectives were

established:
1.

Tb identify various items of instruction (e.g. skills,
activities, behaviors, knowledge, concepts ) that experts in +.he
field of music education recommend to be included as
elements of instruction in the school band rehearsal.

2.

'!'0 determi.11e Utah high school band diJ::ector ' s opinions regarding

the validity of i terns that experts re commend sh=ld be incl'.lded
as elements of

3.

L~struction

lll the school band rehearsal.

Tb determine Utah high s chool band director ' s opinions regarding
the degree to which they are able to apply these items in the
school band rehearsal period.

4.

Tb determine the congruency between what Utah high school band
teachers deem as valid skills, activities , behaviors , !mowledge ,
and concepts to the band rehearsal content a..'ld their assessment
of the degree to wflich these items are applied during the
rehearsal period.

5.

To compare levels of Utah band director ' s high school teaching
experience with

thei~ opL~ons

on the validity of band rehearsal

instruc tional i terns and the degree to whi ch they apply them
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during the cand rehearsal period.
Research Qyestions
1.

What instru-:tiona.l i terns do experts in the field of music
education recommend to be included in the band rehearsal?

2.

How do Utah high school band teachers rate these items in
terms of their validity to the rehearsal period?

3.

How do Utah high school band teachers rate these items in
terms of the degree to which they are able to apply them
during the rehearsal period?

4.

'tlhat degree of congruency iE: achieved between what Utah high
school band teachers deem as valid skills,

acti~~ties,

behaviors, knowledge, and concepts to the band rehearsal and
their assessment of the degree to which these items are applied
during the rehearsal period?

5.

Is there any difference

L~

response to these items between

levels of Utah band director's high school teaching experience?
Significance of the StuQy
Establishing high school band teacher opinion on the important
areas of instruction for the band rehearsal could have some impact on
f'J.ture curriculum planning.

It is possible that the aims and objectives

of the band teachers, school

awtir~strators,

district leaders, and state

officials could be influenced as a result of this SUJ.QY •

Marked

differences between what high school band d.i.rectors teach and what they
feel ought to be taught, may be examined and changes in present
curriculum could be considered for solutions to these differences.

5
'fue impact on the rehearsal that could be a::q,erienced as a res-d t
of this study may include changes such as:

altering the distibution

of time given to various aspects of the rehearsal; adding or deleting
instL-uction in theory and history concepts; changing the emphasis on
performance oriented activities; variation of the areas which the junior
high band director might emphasize in preparing the student for high
school band participa tion; modification of the band ' s public rela tions
function .

Documentation of the previously mentioned dichotomy between those
azpects of the rehearsal ·that band directors think are important and
what they actually teach is another possible outcome of this study.
Such a contribution adds to the body of knowledge which currently
effects music education.
Research Design
To meet the purpose and objectives of this study, all high school
ba.~d

directors in the state of Utah were

~~yad.

Background

information such as the number of years experience teaching high schoo l
band, and wi:a.t type of band program the subject had was collected.
Respondents also rated a list of twenty items which could be elements of
-the band rehearsal.

'lbese were r a ted accordi.r.g to their opinion of how

valid the item was in relationship to the band rehearsal and how
completely they- were able to apply tha t item in the band rehear3al.

6

Assumntion
An assumption of this study was that high school band t!"achers are

influenced L, t heir
~uch

opL~ons

of important rehearsal items by many factors

as past experience, educational training, and opinions of others.

What the band t eacher thinks is

import~,t

to the rehearsal and the

degree to which items are applied may be contradictory.
This contradiction could stem from various factors.
performance schedules could be one of these factors.
fe·~ l

Unrealistic

Band teachers may

pressured to perform in parades, do half-time shows, provide pep

music for athletic functi ons, and give concerts with such frequency
that they do not have time to give adequate in,;truction b. other
important areas.
Limitations
Re~1lts

in this study are limited by the percentage of respondents.

'!he re ·i;urn of the questionnaire was 61o/o.

Results are also limited in

generalization to high school band cirectors in the state of Utah.
Definition of Terms
Band rehearsal period.

The period of time during the school day

in which students who play wind and percussion instruments gather .

During this time, the students collectively prac tice band music,
strengthen pl aying skills, and receive instruction L, areas such as
nrusic theory and history.
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CHAPI'ER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

High School Band Rehearsal Content
The

C~L.-riculu.m

content of the high school band performance class

or rehearsal has been and continues to be an object of controversy in
the field of music education.

According to Prince (1974)) this con-

troversy centers on the question of whether or not participation in a
group that strongly emphasizes performance can develop a dee:;> sense of
musical understanding within the student .

The answer to the question

seems to depend on the choice:; that the individual band teacher ma.kes
regarding curriculum content.
It can be infe=ed t!>..a.t performing group participation
has little effect on musical behavior other tr~ the acquisition of performance skills , unless there is a planned effort
by the teacher to enrich the performing experience with additiov.al kinds of IIIUSical understanding. (Benner, 1972, p . 10)
This statement was made summarizing the findings of several research
studies.

A study which seems to support Benner's conclusion is the

Manhattanville Music

Curri~~lum

Program.

Skill development does not necessarily lead to musical
insight • ••• Performance alone is a relatively unreliable means
for the nurturing of IIIUSica l insight. ('Ihomas , 1971, p.
'Ihe need, according to Garofalo (1973) and Prince (1974 ) , is not f or
more highly skilled performers and performances but for "educationally
sO"'.md"

cu=i~..tla

that deal wi-th "real" learning about music.

The

definition of. "real" learning about music that. these articles offpr
d.eals

>~i th

for the

knowledge of music beyond the scope of those slcills necessary

pe~f orrrzn~e

of a musical work .
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Appreciations, attitudes, and habits are importa11t byproducts of a process of education that deals effectively with
TJN.DERSTANIIINGS, KNOVILEDGE, and SKILLS. 'fuey are developed by
the inaividual student from his personal assessment (made consciously or unconsciously) of the worth and quality of his own
experiences with music. A sample list should include the following: appreciaticns--(l) responsiveness to the expressive
qualities in mu.sic, (2) discrinimation of different styles
and iuoms of music, and (3) sensitivity to skilled and
tasteful performance of music; attitudes--(1) an openminded 2.pproach to taste in music, (2) a desire to improve one's competence with music, (3) confidence in one's
own creative potential, and (4) a positive feeling toward
music; habits--(1) self-discipline (regular and diligent
practice), and (3) playing music for enjoyment. (Garofalo,

1973,

p.

41-42)

According to Prince (1974), there are band directors who agree tr~t
these objectives are meaningful and worthy of application in the
rehearsal period, but because of the demand and pressure for performances in their co=ni ty, they spend their full time perfecting
performance skills.
Heisir.ger (1980) wrote the following about the band director 1 s
perspective to this problem:
The band director caught llP in his dally responsibilities -- rehearsing for next week's concert, repairing
instro~ents, collecting ~oney for the upcoming trip,
hasseling the counselors for their failure to get kids into
the ba11d, planning the band boosters club meeting, counseling
a student with emotional problems, completing the school
and district paper work, ordering music for the Christmas
parade, etc. -- might consider the foregoing overview a
noble but impractical stand. Ideal perhaps but not real and
certainly not ;rorkable. It is eas-y to see why this perspect.i.ve
exists; and usually it is encota'aged by administrators,
board members, and parents who feel strongly that the role
of the band is to contribute to the "spirit" of the school
and/or to "entertain" the community. Some band directors
perpetuate this thinking then try to philosophically justify
the band curriculum in terms of these extra-educational
guals. (Heisinger , p. 2)
Some band directors view the rehearsal time in a "realistic" 1;ay.
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They are faced with students who are eager to play their instruments and
f ael challenged to keep them busy
possible .

spendL~

the time as effeciently as

The success of the rehearsal is measured by how much can be

accomplished toward greater "musical perfection ".
I f we were to put into a single word the one factor
which, abov~e all else, distinguishes the successful rehearsal,
that word would be "accomplishment." Nothing is quite so
exbilaratu\g as the realization that definite progress is
being made, and the group which realizes that every minute
is valuable in achieving greater musical perfection looks
forward with eagerness to each succeeding meeting. On the
other hand, an ineffective use of time will hardly be tolerated for long by a:ny group of music enthusiasts. 'Jhe impression that the organization gains of its own improvement
is usually the result of careful, conscientious preparation
on the part of the conductor plus a personality of such
fervor as to carry his players to high pitches of exaltation.
(Hormann, 1941, p. 211)

Music Ferce-otion and

~lusic

Performance

The qut3stion arises of ••hether or not technical mastery by itself
can be j ustified.

r~

rehearsals which const antly stress aspects of im-

proving performance techniques develop aesthetic sensitivity?
fo~~ce

Do per-

programs achieve the major goals of music education?

}fusical mastery, whatever its limitations when considered
as a sepaxate entity, must remain of concern to the perforL!allce
program because little can be achieved if techr..ique does not
constantly improve. A second factor must be added, however,
which transforms technique from sterility to fruitfulness as
a means of aesthetic education. This is the factor of musical
understanding--the perception of and reaction to the expressiveness of music. This is the central goal of music education, to
••hich performance must contribute if i t i s t o be regarded as a
central part of the enterprise. . And t he fact is tr~t performance can contribute to musical understanding in such important
••ays that its value can not be questi oned. (Reimer, 1970 , p.
132)
A study (}mxciniak, 1974 ) for which the relat ionship between music
perception and music performance •• as investi gated gives insight into
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Reimer's statement that performance contributes to musical understa1'1ding.
'Ihis study concluded that there was a significant relationship between
music perception and ensemble experience.

This suggests that the more

experience a student has in a performance group, the higher the level
of nn;.sic tmderstandi.r.g or perception will be .

fuis conclusj.on does not

mean that there is no better way to increase a student ' s level of music
perception , but merely that it may be one way of doing so.
Another conclusien of this study was that there is no significant
relationship between music performance and music perception.

This

suggests that it could be the rehearsal atmosphere and experience that
leads to .increased musical awareness and not the actual performance ,
'lbe performance ,then, is the product of the musical growth and not the
growth itself.
Comprehensive MusicianshiP
other studies which deal with the
are these of Carlson

pro~lem

of band rehearsal content

(1972) , Culbert (1974) , Roberts (1969),

~~d Whaley

(1977). These studies deal prj.mari.ly with the use of band rehearsal
time for objectives other than those relating directly to performance
skills, such as developing greater musica l awareness ,

achiev'~g

higher

levels of aesthetic experience , and stressing the creative areas of
music .

This concept of music education is known as comprehensive

musicianship.
Essentially, comprehensive musicianship is concerned
with that dimension of the human personality that rP.acts
to beauty. It is aimed at enriching human experience
through the development of individual aesthetic values,
It involves the cognitive, affective a..~d peychomoter, the
objective and subj2ctive, the concrete and abstract, the
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specific and general, the ideal and pragcatic . It incorporates drill and improvisation , performance as well as
creative compositicn , ear training along with technical study,
and so on. All e::J.deavors, however, have one purpose in' mi.:1d
and that is tc enhance human existence through increased
sensitivity to bea11~f in music. (Heisinger, 1980, p . 1)
Comprehensive musicianship involves a much broader spectrum of
musica.l involvement during the rehearsal period.

'lbe band director who

incorporates this concept into the rehearsal curriculum would more likely
have a broader perception of items considered va.lid or important to the
rehearsal period.
Rehearsal Aims
Those things which constitute musical growth , technical

achieve~ent,

music perception, musical understanding, and aesthetic awareness are
impadant t o the formulation of a meaningful rehearsal curriculum.
concepts may be organized into specific aims.

Such aims give

direction and provide a means of measurement.

AccordL~

2.

These

rehearsal

tc Mursell

(1956) , "the only possible yardstick is a clear notion of de t ermining
aims" .

Mursell suggests five aims for the music program :
Enjoyment
Through our music program we will ~J in every possible
way to bring to children full, rich , varied experiences of
musical enjoyment.
Success
lve will endeavor to bring to children experiences of
successful achievement L~ and t lrrough their dealings with
musi c .

Discipline
lve will cons t antly seek to bring to children disciplinary experiences oi' dev-oting their full efforts and energies
to attain goals th-at they desire and t hat seem significant
to them.
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Social Development
In and through our music progTam we will seek to promote
the social development of children by means of construc~ive
social relationships and experiences.
Widening Cultural Horizions
In and through our music progTam we will trY L'l e·.ery
possible way to widen the cultural horizons of children and
young people, and to lead them to a gTowing awareness of the
vast range and ra.riety of human experience. (I1ursell, 1956 ,
pp . 37- 65)
The general aims which I1ursell lists supply meaningful goals for the
rehearsal period.

They pr ovide a foundation upon which the band teacher

may build an effective , purposeful program.

Once such aims are estab-

lished, more specific objectives may be defined.
Categories of Rehearsal Ob,jecti-;es
For the purpose of this study , five categories were selected f or
which particular objectives

ha~u

be en identified.

These categories are

skills , activities, behaviors, knowledge, and concepts .

·Jhe following

authors and sources were drawn upon t o outline the individual items
considereci. under each general category:

Bessom, Tatarunis, Forcucci

( 19' 4), C'.arofalo (1973 ) , Hall (1976) , Hoffer (1973), l!ormann (1939) ,
Prince (1974) , Righter (1945), Schafer (1976) , Utah State Boa:rd of
Educa.'l;ion (1977), Weerts (1976)

.§lli1§,.

Skills refer to the tecbl:ical aspects of playL"lg an

i nstrument (e . g . fingering, breathing , tonguing, posture, embouchure,
etc. ) .

Reading music notation, listening ski lls, tone pr oduction,

intonation, art iculation, dynamics, t ransposi tion, sight-reading,
conducting, composing,

~anging ,

impr ovisation, and memorization are

all examples of skills which are taught in the rehearsal.
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Activi ~ies .

Acti·nties include the auditioning or testing process,

music, instrument, and uniform checkout procedures , wa..'"!I!Up procedures,
marching band and rehearsal of different ~;rpes of music (e . g . marching,
pep, festival, concert) .

other activities which may take place during

the rehearsal period are section rehearsals, solo and ensemble performances, viewing films, li.stening to music, and recording sessions .
Behaviors.

Behaviors which take time to develop or control during

the rehearsal are citizenship, discipline, unity of ensemble or "esprit
de corps", morale and motivation.
Knowledge .

Knowledge of music theory, music history, stylistic

performance practices, music career education and the characteris tics
of the instruments and t heir function in the ensemble are the essential
elements of this category.
Concepts.

Concepts are defined as music appr9ciation,

understandL~g,

enjoyment, fulfillment, and awareness of music as a force in life .
Research Design
R.eadL'lgs in the area of the categories listed and the utilization
of the rehearsal time in general will be helpful in outlining the
perimeters of the factors to be measured in this study.

It is important

to represent all areas and aspec·ts of the rehearsal for the proper
construction of a survey instrument that fits the chosen research design .
A study similar to the research design of this study is the Heller
and Quantraro (1977) Fl?rceptions of role expectations and performance of
the music coordinator.

The purpose of this stud,y 1<as to examine the

degree of differences between role expectations and performance of the
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music coordinator as perceived by chief school officers, school board
presidents, crusic staff members , and music coordinators .
subgroups involved , a stratified sample was taken .

Beqause of the

Respondents were

questioned using an instrument that rated items through two responses .
The first response .focused upon expectations regarding specific tasks in
the performance areas, and the second response was designed to obtain
observed behavior in fulfilling the expectations .
(It does not state how t h9y were rated . )

Responses were "rated".

The similarity in research

designs between the Heller and Quantraro study and this study lies
primarily in the use of the questionnaire instrument .
in the

~se

Differences occur

of subgroups and the statistical t reatment applied.

Other studies utilizing a similar research design are Martinez

(1973) and Effarah (1977). Martine z used the double column survey
ins t rument which allows the respondent to rate one i tern according to two
different cr iteria.

The data collected by the use of this survey was

in the form of frequencies which are in discr ete rather

the.~

continuous

categories .
Both Martinez (1973) and Effarah (1977) used a multi- pcJint rating
scale in their survey instruments .

The 1-'A rtinez survey had a scale ••hich

ranged from one to five and the Effarah survey had a range f rom zero to
six.

Each number of the rating s cale corresponded to a particular state-

ment such as :

''Mark zero i f t he i t ern doe s not apply at iJ.ll."
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CHAPl'ER III
ffiOCEDURES

Ponulation and Sample
All high school band directors in the state of Utah were chosen as
the population for this study.

The entire population was sampled making

randomization unnecessary.
Names and addresses of all Utah high school band teachers were
taken from the 1979-80 Directory of Utah Music Educators published by
the Utah Music Educator's Association.
names and addresses.

This resulted in a total of 99

Later, one was discovered who no longer taught

high school band, so the total number of the sample dropped to 98 .
Addresses for all 98 band teachers proved deliverable.
Instrumentation
All members of the sample group were sent a survey instrument.
This instrument listed twenty factors which experts recognize as skills,
activities , behaviors, knowledge, and concepts that could be elements
of a band rehearsal.

The factors were:

1.

Rehearsal of marching band nrusic

2.

Rehearsal of pep band nrusic

3.

Rehearsal of concert and festival music

4.

Classroom management activities

5. Reinforcement and motivation activities
6.

Kusic theory instruction

7.

1'iu sic history instruction
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8.

Instruction on form and analysis

9.

Instruction on musical style

10 .

Instruction in music appreciation and enjoyment

11 .

Instruction on musical terms and symbols

12.

Work on tone production

13 .

Work on articulation

14.

Work on scales and exercises

15.

lvork on rhythms

16. Work on intonation
17.

Work on dynamics and balance

18 .

Instruction on transposition

19 .

Sight- reading·

20 .

Creative activities

These factors were extracted from the review of literature and
were limited for the survey through a process of logical a.."'1d subjective
analysis of their applicability and independence.
The respondent was asked to rate the various items on a five-point
scale according to two criteria :
l.

How important is the item with relationship to its value in

the band rehearsal?
2.

To what degree is the

item applied in the respondent's band

::-ehearsals .

The statements of significance for each item of the five - point
scale were:

Maxk l if the item is not important or not appliec in the bffild
:::-ehearsal.
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¥.axle

2 i f the i tern has 1i ttle importance or is applied ve-::y 1i ttle.

Mark 3 if the item has some importance or is applied somewhat.
Mark 4 if the item is of significant importance or applied
substantially.
Mark 5 if the item is very important or applied to a great degree .
Demographic information requested from the respondent was:
1.

number of years experience teaching high school band

2.

full- time high school or part high school- part junior high or

elementary school teaching

3.

number of regularly scheduled rehearsals conducted per week

4.

number of rehearsals conducted before or after school

5.

marching band program

6.

rr~ber

of marching band performances each year

7.

stage band program

a.

number of festival or contest performances with concert band,

marching band, and stage band

9.

class in which some music theory and music history are taught

Respondents were asked to include any other information which would
help to define their band programs.
The anonymity of the respondent was stressed to strengthen the
interrAl validity of the study.

Respondents were assured that their

replies •,;auld only be used in the context of the group of information
and not be refered to individually.
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Collection of Data
A questionnaire was sent to each member of the sample
1980.

A cover sheet which explained the

March,

d~ing

l'.ature of the study and a

letter of transmittal written by Dr. Dalby cf the Utah State University
music department were attached to the questionnaire.
addressed envelope was included.

A stamped,

Subjects were urged to return the

questionnaire expeditiously.
Three weeks after the initial mailing, a follow- up letter was sent
to the entire sample , thanking those who had already responded

~~d

asking those who had not to "kindly" do so.
The number of returned questionnaires was 60:

61% of the total

sample.
Analysis
Demographic data from the surveys were tabulated on an information
sheet, and responses from the five cell rating columns were

re~orded

on a twenty-five cell scattergram.
Mean scores of the responses were computed for each of the twenty
i tems from both columns.

Mean scores of each item were also computed

for four different subgroups of high school teaching experience.

The

subgroups were :

.

1-5 years

B.

6-10 years

c.

ll-20 years

( 10 respondents)

D.

21-30 years

(9 respondents )

-~·

(26 respondents)
(15 respondents)

A correlation coefficient was computed between responses in colunrrt
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I and colunm II of the questionnaire.

This was done with the use of a

Commodore compu-ter.
In the research proposal, the chi square test of significance was

cited as the best statistic for this study.

The corr&lation coefficient

statistic was used instead because of the low N and the uneven
distribution of responses in the scattergram.
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CHAPI'ER IV

The problem stated in Chapter I was that the consistency between
what Utah high school band directors perceive as important skills,
activities, behaviors, lcnowledge, and concepts, and the

eA~ent

they are able to apply these perceptions was not known.

to which

In order to

determine this consistency, questionnaires were sent to all Utah high
school band directors.
Band directors were asked to supply certain demographic data and
were then asked to give their opinions on the validity of
instructional items to the band rehearsal period.
directors

~<ere

twen~J

Next, the band

asked to make an assessment of the degree to which they

were able to apply these instructional items in their band rehearsals.
Demographic Data
n1e

b~nd

directors were asked nine questions relating to their

experience with high school bands and the type of band program that they
~ave

at their schools.

They were also asked to supply figures relating

to their rehearsal and performance frequency.

This was done to give

some information about the average background of the respondent.
Forty-three percent of the respondents had five or less years of
experience teaching high school band.
twenty or more years of
ocr any given year

~<as

expe:~ience .

eight .

Only seventeen percent had
The highest number of respondents

All of these had one year of experience .

The majority of respondents (95%) held five band rehearsals pe~
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week with t heir bands during the regular school day .

The rest

b~d

either

three or four.
When asked how many hand rehearsals were conducted each week before
or after school, thirty percent responded that they conducted none;
~enty-nine

percent conducted one or two; seventeen percent conducted

three or four; twenty-three percent conducted five or more.
Eighty percent of the respondents directed marching bands .

Of

these, six percent gave no performances ; thirty-nine percent gave one to
five performances ; thirty percent gave six to ten performances; fifteen
percent gave eleven or more performances; one respondent reported giving
thirty-five performances a year.
Seventy-one percent of the respondents have stage bands in their
schools.
When asked how many times their concert, marching, and stage bands
participate in contests ar festivals , respondents gave the inforrr.ation
listed in Table 1.
Fifty- three percent of the respondents reported having a class at
their school wherein some music theory and

hi~tory

are taught.

Research guestion I
The first research question, "W'na t instructional i terns do experts
in the field of music education recommend to be included in the band

rehearsal?" , was anS>rered after a review of literature on this sub ject
was made.

(See Chapter II.)

i t erns until twenty remained.

ques t ionnaire.

Items were deleted or combined with other
'lliese twenty i terns '•ere placed on the
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Table 1
Frequency of Festival or Contest Performance by Concert,
Marching, and Stage Bands as Reported by Respondents

Performing
Group
Concert Band

Number of
Performances

Number of
Respondents

0
1

7

12

25

44

14
10

17

2
3

0
l
2

3
4

5

Stage Band

23
17
2
6
4
0

6
7
8
9

1
1
1

0
1
2

18
19
8

2

3

5

4

2
3
0
1

5
6
7

25
2

4

Marching Band

Percent

40
30
3
10
7
0
3
2
2
2
32
34
14
9
4

5
0

2
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Research auestion II
To answer the second research question, "How do Utah high school

band teachers rate these items in terms of their validity to the
rehearsal period?" , band teacher's ratings from Column I of the
que stionnaire were tabulated and a mean score was computed for each
item.

All items are ranked according to mean scores in Table 2.

Research guestion III
'me third question, "How do Utah high school band teachers rate
these items

L~

terms of the degree to which they are able to apply them

during the rehearsal period? 11 , was answered by tabulating the ratings of
band teachers from Column II of t he questionnaire and computing a mean
for each item.

The findings are listed and ranked in Table 3.

Research q11estion IV
In order to answer the fourth r-esearch question , '"Nhat degree of

congruency i s achieved between what Utah high school band teachers
deem as valid skills, activi t ies, behaviors, knowledge, and concepts to
the band rehearsal and their a.ssesh"ttlent of the d.egree to which these
i t ems are applied during the r ehearsal period? ", a correlation
coefficient was computed between responses in Column I and Column II of
the questionnaire.
computer.

This was done with the use of a Commodore PET

All items are ranked according to their correlation

coefficients in Table

4.

Research auestion V
To answer research question V, "Is there any difference in response
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Table 2
!1eans and Ra.r_<: of Utah High School Band Teacher 1 s Ratings
of the Validity of Rehearsal Instructional Items

Instructional
Item

Number on
Questionnaire

Mean

Intonation

16

4.576

1

Dynamics and Balance

17

4. 533

2

Tone Production

12

4.525

3

3

4. 517

4

Articulation

13

4.467

5

Rhythms

15

4.400

6

Scales and Exercises

14

4.267

7

Classroom Management

4

4.050

8

Musical Terms and
Symbols

11

4.033

9

Sight-reading

19

3.950

10

9

3.885

11

5

3.831

12

3.667

13

10

3. 623

14

'llieocy

6

3. 288

15

Pep Band J'liusic

2

3.1 67

16

20

3.034

17

18

) . 000

18

Concert and Festival
Music

Musical

S ~Jle

Reinforcement and
Motivation
Marching Band Music
Appreciation and
Enjoyment

Creati~

Act ivities

Transposi tion

Rank
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Table 2 (Continued)
Form and Ana lysis

8

2. 933

19

History

7

2.833

20
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Table 3
Means and Rank of Utah High School Band Teacher's Ratings
of the Degree to Which Instructional Items are Applied
L> the Band Rehearsal
Instructional
Item

Nureber on
Questionnaire

Mean

3

4. 450

1

Dynamics and Balance

17

4.300

2

Intonation

16

4. 254

3

Articulation

13

4. 217

4

Tone Production

12

4. 133

5

Rhythms

15

4. 119

6

14

3. 917

7

11

3. 847

8

4

3. 783

9

9

3.623

10

l

3. 611

11

5

3. 474

12

Sight- reading

19

3. 400

13

Appreciation and
En,joyment

10

3.180

14

Pep Band Music

2

3. 167

15

'Iheory

6

2. 678

16

20

2.526

17

Concert and Festival
Music

Scales and

~ercises

Musical Terms and
Symbols
Classroom

~~gement

!1usical Style
11a.r~hing

Band Music

Reinfor cement and
Motivation

Creati·.re Activities

Rank
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Table 3 (Continued)
Transposition

18

2.426

18

Form ar.d Analysis

8

2.400

19

History

7

2.300

20
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Table 4
Rank Order of Instructional Items According to .

Co=elation Coeff icients IJett1een Rat:L'lg'S in
Column I and Column II
Number on
Questionnaire

Correlation
Coefficient

Rank

Marching Band Music

1

.902533807

1

Concert ar,d Festival
Music

3

.882441297

2

11

. 807812507

3

Classroom Management

4

.771 088405

4

Pep Band

2

. 751078744

5

Rhythms

15

• 750422861

6

Articulation

13

.709076053

7

5

.696166477

8

12

.68706841 3

9

Instructional
Item

Musical Terms and

Symbols

Reinforcement and
Motivation
Tone Production
Dynamics and Balance

17

. 684754491

10

Transposition

18

.659071489

11

Appreciation and
Enjoyment

10

.655304068

12

Scales and Exercises

14

. 593644030

13

Intonation

16

. 561010298

14

Creative Activities

20

.559220954

15

Mus i cal Style

9

. 540091552

16

Sight-reading

19

.497866783

17
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Table 4 (Continued)
Form and Analysis

8

.472908209

18

'llleocy

6

.443558794

19

Eistocy

7

. 330087098
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to these items between levels of Utah band director's high school
tea.ching experience?", four subgroups were established for comparison.
'!he subgroups, based on years of experience teaching high school band ,
are the following:

(26 respondents)

Subgroup 1.

1-5 years

Subgroup 2.

6-10 years

Subgroup 3.

ll-20 years

(10 respondents)

Subgroup 4.

21 - 30 years

(9 respondents)

(15 respondents)

Mean scores were computed for each subgroup on their ratings from
both Column I and Column II of the questionnaire.

Comparisons of rating

means and rank of instructional items between the four subgroups may be
seen b

Tables 5 and 6.

Discussion
The research questions f= this study have been considered as they
relate to the results of the questionnaire and the statistical tests
that were applied.

'l!lese results will be interpreted in this section,

and implications concerning the findings will be made .
Demographic data.

'!he average respondent had nine. year's experience

teaching high school band, conducted five band rehearsals per week ,
conducted three rehearsals per week before or after school, directed a
marching band which gave seven performances per year, directed a stage
band, gave performances in contests or festivals tota!ing two for
concert band, two for marching band, and one for stage band, and
reported a class at their school wherein some music theory and history

Rank Order of I nstruct ional Items in Column I of the Questionnaire
According to Mean and High School Band Teaching Experience
Instructional
Items

Mean

l-5 Years

Instructional
Items

Mean

6-10 Years

Instructional
Items

Mean

ll-20 Years

Instructional
Items

Mean

Rank

21-30 Years

T-one Produ ction

4. 731

Tone Production

4.500

Intonation

4. 600

Concert and
Festival Music

4.667

l

Intona tion

4.692

Dynamics and
Balance

4-335

Rhythms

4.500

Intonation

4.667

2

Articulation

4.654

Concert and
Festival Music

4. 333

Dynamics and
Balance

4.400

Dynamics and
Balance

4.667

3

4.556

4

Dynamics and
Balance

4. 654

Intonation

4.333

Tone Production

4.300

Classroom
!1anagement

Concert and
Festival Husic

4.615

Articulation

4.200

Articulation

4.300

Articulation

4 . 556

5

Rhythms

4- 577

Scales and
Exercises

4. 200

Concert and
Festival Music

4.200

Rhythms

4.444

6

Scales and
Exercises

4.308

Rhythms

4.133

Scales and
Exercises

4.200

Scales and
Exercises

4.333

7
~

iable 5 (Continued)

----and Symbols

4. 23 1

Musical Style

4. 067

Musical Terms
and Symbols

3.900

Si ght-reading

4. 333

8

Classroom
Nanagement

4.000

Classroom
Management

3. 933

Classroom
Management

3. 800

Reinforcement
and Hoti va tion

4.222

9

Sight-reading

4.000

Appredation
and Enjoyment

3.867

Sight-reading

3.800

Tone Production

4.222

10

lleinforcemcnt
and Motivation

3.920

Musical Terms
and Symbols

3.867

Reinforcement
and Hotivation

3.700

Musical Style

3.889

11

Musical Style

3. 885

Marching Band
Music

3.7 69

Musical Style

3.700

Appreciation
and Enjoyment

3. 889

12

Jm·ching Band
Music

3.708

Sight-reading

3 , 733

Pep Band Music

3. 600

l'rusical Terms
and Symbols

3. 889

13

Appreciation
and Enjoyment

3.423

Reinforcement
and Motivation

3.533

Appreciation
and Enjoyment

3. 600

Pep Band Music

3. 556

14

'l'heory

3. 360

Theory

3. 333

Marching Band
r-tusic

3.500

Marching Band
Music

3.375

15

Form and
Analysis

2. 923

Pep Band Music

3.200

Creative
Activities

3.500

'lbeory

3. 333

16

Pep Band Mus ic

2. 846

Creative
Activities

2. 933

'lbeory

3. 200

Creative
Activities

3. 333

17

'I'ranspositicn

2. 846

Form and
Analysis

2.867

'l'ransposi tion

3. 200

History

3. 222

18

Musical Terms

V<

"'

Table 5 (Continued )
G-.ceative
Activities

2. 731

Transposition

2.733

History

3.000

l!'orm and
Analysis

3.111

19

History

2.730

History

2.667

Form and
Analysis

2. 900

Transposition

3.111

20

""
"'

Table 6
Rank Order of Instructional Items in Column II of the Questionnaire
According to Mean and High School Band 'l'eaching Experience
Instructional
Items

Mean

Instruct ional
Items

Mean

6-10 Years

l - 5 Years

Ins tructional
Items

Mean

11-20 Years

Instructional
Items

Mean

Rank

21-30 Years

Classroom
Nanagement

4.846

Concert and
Festival Music

4.533

Intonation

4.300

Concert and
Festival Music

4.667

1

Concert and
]'estival Music

4.462

Articulation

4.000

fthythms

4. 200

Dynamics
and Balance

4. 667

2

4.423

Intonation

4.000

Concert and
Festival Music

4.1 00

Musical Terms
a.'ld Symbols

4.444

3

4. 385

Dynamics
and Balance

4.000

Tone Production

4.100

Rhythms

4.444

4

Articulation

4.385

Creative
Activitie s

3. 867

Dynamics
and Balance

4.100

Tone Production

4. 333

5

Intonation

4.269

Rhythms

3. 857

Articu~. ation

4.000

Sight-reading

4.333

6

RJ.ythms

3. 962

Marching Band
Music

3.833

Terms
and Symbols

3. 900

Classroom
Management

4.222

1

Mnsical Terms
and Symbol s

3.923

Tone Producti on

3. 800

Scales and
Exercises

3. 900

Appreci ation
and Enjoyment

4.222

8

Dynamics

and Balance
Tone Producti on

~lusical

'-"
-I>-

•] able 6 (Continued)
Scales and
Exercises

3. 885

Scales and
Exercises

3. 800

Classroom
Management

3.700

Articu lation

4. 222

9

3. 500

Scales and
Exercises

4.222

10

!".arching Band
Music

3. 625

Musical Terms
and Symbols

3.643

Marchi ng Band
l1usic

Musical Style

3. 615

Classroom
Management

3.533

Musical Style

3. 500

Pep Band Music

4.111

1"1

Sight-reading

3. 385

l1usi cal Style

3- 533

Pep Band Music

3.400

Intonation

4.111

12

Reinforcement
and }lotivation

3. 375

Appreciation
and Enjoyment

3. 267

Reinforcement
and Motivation

3.400

Reinforcement
and Motivation

3. 889

13

Pep Band Music

3. 038

Reinforcement
and Notivat ion

3.227

Sight-reading

3.400

Musical Style

3. 889

14

Appreciation
and Enjoyment

2. 808

Pep Band Music

3.1 33

Appreciation
and Enjoyment

3. 200

Marching Band
l'lusic

3.375

15

'lheory

2.640

Sight- reading

3.067

Transposition

2. 700

'lheorJ

3.111

16

Creative
Activities

2. 440

'11-.eory

2.600

Creative
Activities

2.700

Form and
Analysis

3.111

17

Form and
Analysis

2. 231

Form and
Analysis

2. 400

'Jheory

2.500

Creative
Activities

3.111

18

Transposition

2.231

History

2. 200

History

2. 300

History

3. 000

19

1.933

Form and
Analysis

2.300

Transposition

2. 333

20'-"

History

2.115

Transposition

V1
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are taught.
Research guestion I.

Band rehearsal instructiorml items were

gathered from the literature of authors who were reviewed.

These authors

represent expert opinion in music education, different philosophical
background, and Utah music education curriculum.
Research Question II.

Respondents rated all twenty instruction

items as having at least some iniportance to the band rehearsal.
average rati..'lg given or mean of tne means was 3.829.
rating scale on the questionnaire, this number

me~~s

'lhe

According to the
that instructional

items, on the average, were considered of significant importance to the
band rehearsal period.
Four items were considered very important to the band rehearsal.
'a-lese were ••ork on intonation, work on dynamics and balance, work on
tone production, and rehearsal of concert and festival music.
The items which received the lowest ratings were music history
instruction, instruction on form and analysis, instruction on transposition, creative activities, rehearsal of pep

b~,d

music, and music

theory instruction.
'lhose items receiving the highest ratings all dealt with some element
of music performance, and those which received the lowest ratings were
mostly those which could be considered more closely related to the
"process" area of music education philosophy.
definition of this philosophic>?.l emphasis.)

(See Chapter I for a
'!'no major areas of I!!Usic

performance, however, rehearsal of marching band music and rehearsal of
pep band music, received relatively low ratings.

'lhis i.tnplies a

particular type of I!IUSical performance which is considered more valid
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and prefered above another.
Research guestion III.

Ratings on the degree to which respondents

applied the twenty instruction items during the band rehearsal period
ranged from 4.450 to 2.300
very little).

(4

= applied

substantially; 2

= applied

Nothing was rated as being applied to a great degree.

It was significant that those items which were applied to the
greatest degree were items relating to performance and tr.at those which
were applied the least dealtwith the "process" area of music education
philosophy.

(See Chapter I.)

Research auestion IV.

There was a positive correlation between

Column I (How important or valid to the band rehearsal?) and Column II
(How completely applied or empr.asized?) of the questionnaire for all
twenty items.
.330087098.

The correlation coefficients ranged from .902533807 to
Most of the instructional items had a high degree of

correlation.
A high correlation coefficient means that the respondents applied
that instructional item to about the same degree that they thought it
was valid to the rehearsal period.

It does nothing to imply the degree

of validity or amount of application.
The degree of congruency between wr.at respondents thought were
valid instructional items

~~d

applied was generally high.
band

~~sic

the degree to which these items were
'Ihe highest two \·rere rehearsal of marching

and rehearsal of concert and festival music.

were music history instruction and
~fast

~~sic

The lowest

theory instruction.

instructional items which relate to pe:::-fo:rmance had a high

correlation and, conversely, most items which relate to the

"~~process"
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philosophy of music educa.tion had a lower co=elation.

This means that

respondents considered most "process-oriented" items valid to a greater
degree

th~~

they were able to apply the same items during the band

rehearsal period.
One notable exception to those performance- related instructional
items which had a high degree of correlation was work on intonation.

This

ite~

had a correlation coefficient of .561010298.

Research cruestion

v.

There was some difference in response to the

validity and application of instructional items between the four levels
of band teacher's high school teaching experience .

This difference

was seen in the ranking of instructional items as well as the mean
rating response.
Three instructional items changed

sigr~ficantly

between subgroups

(Table 5) when the respondents rated them according to validity.

Item

four from the questiorJUaire, classroom management activities (dis ciplining students), and item five, reinforcement and motivation activities
(challenging for chairs, review of instruction), raised in rank and mean
rating response between subgroup A and subgroup D.

Item "t'"'elve, work

on tone production (breathing, embouchure), substantially decreased be-·
tween subgroups A and D.

(See Table 5.-)

There were eight instructional i terns which changed significa.':ltly
be"t'.,een subgroups when the respondents rated the degree to which they
were able -to apply these items.
~e

(See Table 6.)

datz from this part of the study implies that

school band director's values and priori t ies

char~

so~e

of Utah high

with experience.
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Summarr

Results from the

~-vey

questionnaire have been presented in this

chapter along with statistical analysis and in·cerpretations 'lf the
findings.

The research questions presented in Chapter I were considered

and conclusions were drawn in answer to these questions.
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CHAPI'ER V

SUMMARY ANJl RECil'1!1IDIDATIONS

In Chapter I of this study, two philosophie s of music education

were described.

The first was the philosophy of music as a product and

the second was the philosophy of music as a proce ss.

It was stated that

the two philosophies demonstrate the inequality of thought as to what
aspects of the band rehearsal are considered most important or valid.
An asstl1llption was made that there should be congruency between

elements of the rehearsal that the band teachers thought were valid and
the degree to which these elements were applied during the rehearsal
period.
Statement of tha nroblem.

The consistency between what band

directors perceive as important skills , activities, behaviors, knowledge,
and concepts, and the extent to which they are able to apply these
perceptions was not known.
Po.rpose s and objectives of the research.

The purpose of this study

was to determine if there were any differences between what Utah high
school band teachers perceive as important skills, activities, behaviors,
knowledge and concepts in the context of the rehearsal and their
a ssessment of the degree to which
rehearsal period.

~hese

items were applied during the

Ob j ectives were established to accomplish this

purpose and to construct a survey instrument which would provide the
required data for the

s~1dy.
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Re search questions.

'!he study was designed to answer the following

research questions:
1.

\~t

instructional items do experts in the field of music

education recommend to be included in the band rehearsal?
2.

How do Utah high school band teachers rate these items in terms

of their validity to the rehearsal period?

3. How do Utah high school band teachers rate these items in
terms of the degree to which they are able to apply them during
the rehearsa l period?

4. What degree of congruency is achieved between what Utah high
school band teachers deem as valid skills, activities, behaviors,
knowledge, and concepts to the band rehearsal and their assessment
of the degree to which these items are applied during the rehearsal
period?

5.

Is there any difference in response to these items between

levels of Utah band director ' s
Review of literature.

~~gh

school teaching experience?

A review of literature was made to deter-

mine what skills, activities, behaviors, knowledge, and concepts that
experts in the field of music education recommend should be a part of the
band rehearsal period.

A need for a study of this type was also

established.
Procedures.

All high school band directors in the state of Utah

were surveyed for this study by the use of a questiorcnaire which was
mailed to them.

Ninety-eight questionnaires were mailed and sixty

(sixty-one percent) were returned.
Respondents gave background information about tneir experience and
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band programs.

They also rated a list of twenty

according to how valid they thought the

i~em

inst~ctional

iteme

was and the degree to which

they were able to apply the i tern in their rehearsal periods.
Findings .

The majority of respondents had less than seven years of

experience teaching high school band.

Eight respondents, the largest

single group, bad only one year of experience at this level .
Respondents rated all twenty instructional items as having at least
some importance to the band rehearsal period.

Four items, work on

intonation, work on dynamics and balance, work on tone production, and
rehearsal of concert and festival music were rated as being very impo:z:tant.

Those instructional items relating to performance were rated
generally higher than those i terns which are not directly related to
performance .
Respondents applied instructional items anywhere from substantially
to

•~ry

little.

great degree.

None of the items in this category were applied to a
Instructional items directly related to performance

were also rated generally higher than those that were not.
There was a positive correlation between the degree of validity
that the respondents rated an item and the degree to which they applied
that item in the band rehearsal.
correlation.

Many

of the i terns showed a high

Those which related directly to music performance or

classroom management a."l.d motivation ranked highest.

'f uose wh.ich are not

directly related to performance rankeu lowest .
Ratings on item validiey and applicati on were compared beV.,een four
subgroups based on high school band teaching experience.

There were
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some significant differences in both the validity end application
categories.

This indicates tlmt some values and priorities change with

experience.
Reconnnenda tions
Data obtained from the questionnaires and the findings of the
statistical tests did not show large variances between what respondents
thought was valid or not, what was applied to a great or small degree
in the rehearsal, and those items which showed a great or lesser degree
of congruency between opinion of validity and application in the band
rehearsal.

There was also not an extremely significant amount of

<tifference between high school teaching experience subgroup's rat.i ngs of
instructional items.

For this reason, no drastic rehearsal content or

emphasis changes will be recommended.

Some suggestions for consideration

will be offered as well as recommendation for replication and further
study on the subject of the school band rehearsal.
Band rehearsal content.

Steps should be taken to readjust time

priorities given to various instructional items during the rehearsal
period.

Less emphasis should be given to the band's public relations

function.
band.)

(The two major items in +.his area are marching band and pep

More emphasis should be giV9n to the instructional items relating

to concert band performance such as work on intonation, articulation,
dynamics and calance, and tone production.

!1cre emphasis should also be

given to instruction on form and 2.l1B.lysis, musical style, sight-reading,
r.msic theor-.r, and music history.
least a.m01mt of congruency
the rehearsal.

be~"'een

These 11ere the i terns that showed the
opinion of validity and application in
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Implications of this study for the junior high school band director
are that. the junior high school student should be well prepared in the
basic elements of mm::ical performance and self-disciplined in the aree.s
of practice and rehearsal decorum.

This is necessar,r so that the

~~gh

school band director can be as efficient as possible in the use of
rehearsal time and fulfill the many demands placed on this level.
Ferformance,

Preparation for performance should continue to be the

main priority of the band rehearsal period.

Those items which are not

directly related to performance should continue to be applied in the
rehearsal at a subsidiary level to enhance the student ' s ever- all
musicianship ,
Values and priorities,

A study designed to examine and compare the

values and priorities of band teachers with different levels of teaching
experience is recommended,

Information frQ!I! this study seems to indicate

that there are differences in these areas.

Significant and interesting

results should be achieved through a study designed specifically to
collect and measure data on this subject.
RePlication of the study.

Replication of this study is recommended.

Some goals of replication could be achieving a higher percentage of
response, requesting information about geographic location and size of
the school, including junior high and middle school band teacher's
opinions in the study for comparison to those of the high school teachers,
and comparing results from replicat:im to the results in the original
study.
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APPENJ)ICES

APpendix A
Questionnaire

Eo"

l':'.a..~·

years have you taught high scllool band?

Is :tou= fu!l assisnment W'ith the high schOol'?

_ _ years
Yes

No

I.f not, :;.lease e:r.plain:
5o"' ma.."lY Ca..Yld rehearsals de y ou conduct per week during school ":ime? ,_ _
Approximately bow many rehearsals per week before or &fter school?

Do you have a marching bcu:.d program?

Yes

No

If you anS\(ered yea to the last question, approxima.!ely hov mar:r:7 ma.::-ching band

:peticrma!'l.ces do you give each year?

Do y ou haw a stage band program?

Yes

no

Do the !"allowing bands participate in any festival(s) or con-test(s)?

Concert Band

Is there s. class at you school in ..,hich some music theory and !T!Ilsic history are taught?
Please include any other i.'"lformation ..,hich you could give to define your banC. prograc.

Yes

No

D-!STR'C'CTIO::S:

?lease read al~ i ter.ls !'i rst, then retu......,.,. to the begir.nir'..:; C....'1.d c~oose t ::e ra "!: L-:.g
whi ch best indicates y our perceptio;}s o! fac-cor.: w'n ic:: a--e ir.'I?O:-ta.r:-0; tc -ehe
content of the ba.""ld rehearsal (coll.lli:Il I ) ar..d ther. choose a ::-at.ir.g of yet=
assess:;~ent of how Cot'!?le-ee l y these f a ctors 2.-"'"'e actually a."':):::> ~ie d or e!:iphz.zized
b y our band rehears al ( colttr!n II). Hote -rati.""l.g on ccl-...o:n II~ r elate
to a~tual time spent on these items , only the ei!l?ha.s:is G'i ~n to t:,.e:o. .

~:

I1a.rk
Ha.=k
Mark
JA.a.=k
Mark

1 if the item
2 i f the i tern
3 if the item
.1 i i the item
5 !...f the item

~

ir:rportant or no-t a nnlied in the band rehearsal.
ha s li-ttle irn:oortance or is a-o-olied VP.rr 1i ttle.

~!!lno~tance cr is a pplied ~·

is of siRTLifica."'"l.t importance or a pplied substantiallv .
is ~ important or a pplied to a ~ degree.
BO\f Important Or
Vi!..l.id To '!'he
Band Rehearsal?

1 2 3

-·
2.

Rehea.......-sal of marching ba..""":ld a::-.1sic
(if applicab l e )
Rehearsal of pep band music

-,:

Rehe 2.1:'sa.l cf concert and festi val mo.sic

4.

6.

Clas:sroom tr.anagement activities
( ciisc i pl i:li.ng students)
Reir..f'orcemcnt and motivation activities
(c.l::.allenb~ fc.rr cha.L-...g, review of instrnction)
Music thecr; 1."-1s truction

5.

7.

M'..J.s!c histo:=y 1nstruct1o:o

3.

L'"!s·truction on form and analysis

9.

!.""lstruction or.. musical style

10 .

Ins"trnction in !III.lsic appreciation B.Dd enjoyment

11 .

L.-urtruction on l!IUsica.l t.e:rms and symbols

12 .

Hor.k on tone production (breathing, embouchure )

1 3.

Hork on articulation

14.

w·o:rk on scales and exercises

16.

Wor k on intonation

17 .

Work on dJn.amj.cs and balance

18.

Instruction on transposition

19 .

£ight-reading

20 .

~a.tive

activi-l:ies
(composing, a._"'""!'Cngl:ng,·. a.."'ld·· COnducting by

by students )

4

0

I I II I I

r1

! I

!!
Ho·.., Completely
Applied Or
Errrphasized?
1 2 l " ;
II I t I I
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Appendix

B

Cover !etters
Follow-up Correspondence

Dear Band Director:
As a research project, I am doing a study of Utah high school band director's
perceptions of factors which affect the band rehearsal period , , The enclosed
survey is the instrument by which I intend to gather the necessary data on
this subject ,
There are twenty items or factors on this survey which you may or may not
find to be important or 'ralid elements of the band rehearsal period ,

This ,

of course, will vary depending on your personal philosophy , your background,
and your past experiences ,
on a five - point scale ,

You will be asked to rate each of these items

After you do this , you will be asked to make a

rating of how completely you apnly or emPhasize this item in relationship
>ii th how important or 'ralid you thought i t was ,
L~ply

This does not necessaril 0•

time spent on that item; only the emphasis given to it .

This second

part will vary according to such things as local curriculum expectations,
performance frequency, ?-Tid public relations with your patrons ,
Your expert opinion ;rill do much to further this research project ,

I feel

that the findings of this study could be very useful in future curriculum
planning and helpful in analyzing our philosophical bases for music
education,
The success of this project depends largely upon your l<illingness to complete the sccrvey and return it promptly in the enclosed , stamped envelope ,
All questionaires will be anonymous ,
survey, )

(Please do not write your name on the

Yo= repl 0' will be used only in the context of the group of

information and not refered to individually.
Your assistance and speedy return of the enclosed survey is greatly
appreciated.

UTAH

STATE

UNIVERSITY

LOGAN, UTAH 84322
COLLEGE OF HUMANITIE S, ARTS,
AI'JO SO CIAL SCIENCES

DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC
UMC 40
1801 1 752 -4100, EXT . 7793

March 12, 1980

Dear Call eague:
In our opin ion this is a worthwhile project and
we solicit yo ur support in the interest of improving
music instruction in the schools.

Sincerely,

11ax Da 1by, Chairman
Graduate Committee
~10 / mcj

Dear Band Director :
A few ueeks ago you received a survey asking for your opinion on the importance
of various elements or activities to the band rehearsal and your assessment
of the degree to which you are able to a pply these elements in your band
rehearsals .
my

sL~cere

If you have already responded to this survey , please accept
thanks .

If you have not yet been able to do this, may I kindly

ask you to take five minutes from your hectic schedule to complete this
survey and send it in the stamped , self-addressed envelope which I provide d .
Your pr ofessional opinion is very much needed to establish the
this research proj ect in music educat i on.

validi~J

of
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ApPendix C
DemograPhic Data
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Numb<:!r of Years Respondents Have Taught High School Band
Years

Respondents

1
2
3

8
6
4

6
2
3
2
2
3

4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

5

2
1
1
1
0

15

Fercent

Years

3
3
5
8
3
2
2
2

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

0

30

13
10
7
10
3

5

Respondents·

Fercent

.1
2
0
1
1
2
1
3
0
0
1
0
0
0
2

2
3
0
2
2
3
2
5

0

Q

2
0
0
0

3

Number of respondents with full assignment in the high school:
Number of respondents with partial high school assignment:

22
38

Number of Band Rehearsals Conducted Per Week
Number of Rehearsals

3

Number of Respondents

4

1
2

5

56

Percent
2

3
95

Number of Rehearsals Conducted Fer Week Befor e or After School
Number of Rehearsals

Number of Respondents

0

17
4
12
6

2

3

Fercent
30

7
21
11

57
Number of Rehearsals (Continued)
4

4

5

5

6

7
9

2

7

2

4
4

8

0

0

9

2

4

10

2

4

Number of respondents with marching bands :

48 ( 80%)

Number of Ha.rching Band Performances Given Fer Year
Number of Performances
0
1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16
17
18

11xmber of Respondents

Percent

2

4

1

2

6

12

7
4

14
8
8
10
8
8

4

5
4
4
1
2
1

2

4
2

3

6

0

0
0

0
1

2

0
0
0

0
0
0

21

2

35

Number of respondents with stage bands:

42 (71%)

58
Number of respondents reporting a class wherein some music theory
history are taught:

32 (53%)

~~d
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